Abstract: Following a short historical introduction, referring to more than a thousand Hungarian students studying at Wittenberg and other universities in the 16th century, the article presents proverbs included in the first 1598 Hungarian collection, which was compiled by the Strasburg graduate schoolmaster János Baranyai Decsi and was based on the 1574 edition of Adagiorum Chiliades by Erasmus, and others. It includes universal proverbs like "What isn't good for you, isn't good for others", European loan proverbs originating in the Greek classics, like
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that in studying the linguistic affiliations of the proverb lore of any European language the following categories can be distinguished:
Turkish words became well-known loan words in Hungarian. Turkish wordsand perhaps some proverbs, too -emerged in the Hungarian via Southern Slavonic languages. During this period the German-Latin influence continued in the unoccupied western and northern part of the country. In the unoccupied Eastern part, Transylvania, the role of Latin was partly taken over by the Hungarian.
After the defeat of the Turks, the Latin-German influence continued with a decreasing momentum until 1945. The following Russian occupation, lasting for 45 years, had little effect on the Hungarian language. Now some English loan words and also translations of some English proverbs, e.g., "The proof of the pudding is in the eating" as "A puding próbája az evés" and "There is no such thing as a free lunch" as "Nincs ingyen ebéd" have appeared. (The first recording of "Time is money" [Benjamin Franklin 1793] in Hungarian -"Az idő pénz" -dates back to 1842.)
JÁNOS BARANYAI DECSI AND HIS PROVERB COLLECTION
János Baranyai Decsi (Ioannes Decius Baronius, Fig.1 , see p. 65) was born in about 1560 in Decs, then Baranya County, Southern Hungary, under the Turkish rule. He attended the colleges of Tolna (under the Turkish rule), Debrecen and Kolozsvár (in Transylvania) , then studied at the Wittenberg University and wrote a thesis on certain chapters of Aristotelean philosophy at the Strasburg Academy under the guidance of Professor Johann Ludwig Hawenreuter. (This was published in Strasburg in 1591 and in Wittenberg in 1595.) He wrote Latin and Greek poems and authored one of the first Latin travel descriptions, written by a Hungarian on a long journey from Bonchida in Transylvania via Lwów, Warsaw, Danzig and Berlin to Wittenberg (1587) . He is the author of the first book presenting a detailed comparison of Hungarian and Western European law (1593); he made the first translation of a Latin classic into Hungarian (Sallust) (1596), and also wrote about the history of Hungary of his age that was published only in the 19th century.
His proverb collection entitled Adagiorvm graecolatinovngaricorvm chiliades quinque (in short: Adagiorum, BD) (Fig. 2 , see p. 65) was published by the Bártfa printer Iacobus Klöß in 1598. It includes 4,795 (Greek-) Latin-Hungarian items, among them about 900 proverbs. His source and model was a volume of Adagiorum Chiliades (Er.Ad.), a 1574 Basel edition of 16th-century proverbs and phrases including collections of Erasmus, Hadrianus Iunius, Gilbertus Cognatus, Ioannes Alexandrus and others (Fig. 3, (Fig. 4 ) and in letters, too. It is divided into chilias, centurias, and decas, with items inside a decas being also numbered. As a rule, the Greek version stands first (it is sometimes missing), followed by the Latin and Hungarian ones. Authors are not referred to and explanations -like those found in the collection of Erasmus (Er.Ad.) -are not included (Fig. 5 , see p. 66) (PGy-7).
INTERLINGUISTIC RELATIONSHIPS IN DECSI'S COLLECTION
Decsi's collection includes universal, European, European regional and subregional proverbs (PGy-8), Hungarian proverbs unrelated to those in other languages, and also simple phrases and words, remaining outside the scope of this study.
Universal proverbs are found in different cultures, also in European and
Oriental languages, expressing simple common observations and ethical norms (PGy-2: 11-21). The Decsi collection includes universal proverbs, like "Where there is fire, there is smoke" -Ahol füst, ott tüz. Flamma fumo est proxima. (BD-1.4.1.1.), known in 54 European and 5 Oriental languages (PGy-2.1.1.3., PGy-3.1.), and "What isn't good for you, isn't good for others" Az mi néked nem ió, másnak sem ió az. Alteri ne feceris, quod tibi fieri non vis. , known in 40 European and five Oriental languages (PGy-2.1.3.1., PGy-3.57).
3.2. European proverbs are known in 28 to 54 languages out of the 55 considered ones (PGy-3). They are certainly loan proverbs in Hungarian, originating in the Greek and Latin classics and Medieval Latin, transmitted by the Latin quotations of Erasmus and others. (These classics were translated into Hungarian only later.) Another source is the Bible, the Old Testament having been written originally in Hebrew and the New Testament in Greek (Koine).
Manuscript translations of parts of the Bible into Hungarian are known from 1416 on. The New Testament was published in 1541 (Fig. 6 , see p. 66), a nearly complete translation, published in parts by Gáspár Heltai, a priest of Kolozsvár (whose mother tongue was German and mastered the Hungarian language later), was printed between 1551 and 1556, a complete translation by Gáspár Károlyi appeared in Vizsoly in 1590 (Fig. 7, Az mely ebet meg akarnak ölni, annak dühös nevét költik. -The dog intended to be killed is said to be rabid. BD-1.7.1.6. Dum canum caedimus corrosisse dicitur corium -Az harist az ö maga nyeluén fogiák meg. 
Regional proverbs.
A number of proverbs in Decsi's collection are regional proverbs. In most cases, it is difficult to establish the original language and only the date of the first known recording is available. Most often, the Hungarian text is the first; sometimes a Czech or a Polish one precedes it. In general, in these cases the Latin text given by Decsi, taken from Erasmus or another contemporary source has the same general meaning but a very different wording. Addîg hámcz az hárs fát, mîg hámlik. -Peel the lime tree, until it peels. -i.e., Strike the iron while it is hot. BD-3.4.1.10 (Belarusian, Czech, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Ukrainian)(PGy-6).
Még az Istenis ki tér vólt az réßeg ember elöt. Even God gives way to a drunken man. BD-3.6.4. Az ki másnak ßekere farkán ül, annak énekét mondgya. -He that sits on the tail of somebody else's cart, sings his -i.e., the owner's -song. BD-4.9.8.2. (Czech, Polish -AK-2.916/2,1590 -Russian, Ukrainian-Bulgarian, Croatian, Serb, Turkish-Azeri, Bashkir, Chuvash, Karaimi, Tatar)(BU-1048, PGy-9).
Iob mà egy veréb, hogy nem hólnap egy túzok. -Better a sparrow (i.e., a little bird) today, than a bustard 'Otis' (i.e., a big bird) tomorrow. -Equivalents including different small and big birds. Slovak, Ukrainian, Croatian, Slovenian, Turkish (PGy-3.34). This proverb was also recorded among Romanians living in Hungary (PGy-4.45/3).
Lassu viz partot moss. -Slow waters wash away the bank. (Magis nocent insidiae quae latent.) Czech, Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Slovak, Croatian, Serb, Slovenian, .
Southern (Slavonic, Turkish) affiliations.
Nem fog az aranyon az rosda. (IN-505, 1317 , 1916 , 2521 
Hungarian proverbs with no affiliation.
The proverbs in this chapter are related to Hungarian events, places or persons or simply have no established affiliation to a proverb in another language. In some cases it is likely that a closely equivalent proverb of later recording in a "neighbouring" language is, in fact, a loan proverb from the Hungarian. 
